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11th Ny-Ålesund Seminar

in Rome, Italy 9-11 October 2013
Seminar description
The seminar was arranged by Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche (CNR) and took place in their facilities in Rome.
140 scientists who have Svalbard, and Ny-Ålesund in
particular, as a base for their research and monitoring
activities, were registered.

The seminar fostered the following topics:
 Flagship programs
 SSF funded projects
 Implementation of Ny-Ålesund monitoring activities
 NySMAC and SIOS: Status and future developments

__________________________________________________________________________________________

News from Kings Bay
By Sebastien Barrault

Air laboratory
Gruvebadet got all the attention necessary to be completed before the new research campaign starts this spring. The
indoor work began in November 2013. Following the same standard as the first room, used by CNR for a year now, the
rest of the building was renovated accordingly. Carpenters and electricians delivered the building mid-January. The
construction of the two roof platforms on the roof will resume this winter. NCAOR is interested in moving in the South
side of the building.

The second room used by CNR, before (right) and after (left)
Photo: Roberto Sparapani & Ole Øiseth
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Marine Laboratory
During the second half of January 2014, students and
researchers from UNIS, UiT and NTNU used the Marine
Lab and Kongsfjord as their research arena. The
particularity of the project was to keep the bay and the
harbour as dark as possible, already a month prior the
start of the campaign. It was very gratifying to register
new type of research related to the Kongsfjord at this
time of the year (www.mare-incognitum.no).

All sky image of the sky in Ny-Ålesund together with the
Marine Lab and the laser beam from the AWIPEV observatory.
Photo: Geir Johnsen

Kings Bay Staff
New people were employed since the last fall. Among them, Åsne Dolve Meyer is the new adviser at Kings Bay in charge
of the cultural heritage and the areal management. Sebastien Barrault was employed as research adviser and Marine
Lab manager. Marius Natvig is employed as new office manager and will start end of March. Kings Bay admin. director,
Ole Øiseth got his contract prolonged until end of June 2015.

Kings Bay AS employees - summer 2013 in front of the newly restored telegraph building. Photo: Moritz Sieber

Ny-Ålesund Symposium
This year’s Ny-Ålesund Symposium theme will be “Breaking the Climate Stalemate”. The symposium, hosting Ms. Tine
Sundtoft, Minister of Climate and the Environment, will focus on the consequences of a melting Arctic and the context of
the New Climate Economy initiative.
The Symposium is taking place in Ny-Ålesund in May 26 – 28, 2014. More info on www.ny-aalesundsymposium.no
__________________________________________________________________________________________

News from the Sverdrup Station
By Christiane Hübner, station manager

Change of staff at Sverdrup Station.
Autumn 2013 Sverdrup Station got a new operative
engineer, Hans Erik Fjeld. He is replacing Bjørn Einar
Johnsen. In addition, the logistical engineer Steinar Aksnes
moved to Longyearbyen and a new logistical engineer will
be in place before spring season starts.
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News from Svalbard Science Forum
By Kaja Høvding Davidsen

The New Research in Svalbard Portal
We are now in the last phase of the development of the Research in Svalbard (RiS) Portal which will be launched in mid-March.
The RiS portal will include an updated version of the database as well as permit applications according to Svalbard regulations
(submitted to the Governor) and reservation of services and equipment in Ny-Ålesund. The use of maps and better search and
statistics functions are some of the improved features in the RiS Portal. All the data from the old database will be migrated to the
new base.
Svalbard Science Forum strongly encourages everyone to register AND update their projects. The portal is an important tool to
increase coordination and sharing of data in Svalbard research and show the world all the exciting research that is going on in
Svalbard.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mare Incognitum
Summary from Professor Jørgen Berge’s article in Pan European Networks and Eva Leu’s article in Svalbardposten.
In January 2014, the largest co-ordinated field campaign, focusing on the marine polar night ever conducted, started in NyÅlesund. The campaign is co-ordinated with a new MSc and PhD course on underwater robotics and will contain a wide array of
sampling platforms and sensors. Specifically, they are aiming their attention towards three themes:
1) The importance of biological light (bioluminescence),
2) Hunting for werewolves and
3) The benthic life.
By connecting modern underwater technology with remote or self-operating underwater robots with various sensors which
measure light, temperature and phosphorescence in addition to the amount of algae and animals in the water, they hope to get
closer to the answers to the many questions about life in the dark polar night.
Bioluminescence is a feature characteristic for all deep sea environments, and is generally used both for communication and for
attracting prey. Some organisms also use it as a defensive “weapon” against potential predators. Bioluminescence is also
known as a night time phenomenon from shallow waters around the planet, but the unique light climate of the Arctic polar night
(total darkness) make this a specifically conspicuous and potentially important process for the entire Arctic marine community.
Main research questions within the project at large therefore include how different communities and habitats potentially differ
through the year, and how these differences may affect the food chains of the high Arctic marine systems during the polar night.
As more and more research is providing compelling evidence against our previous conception of an unproductive and dormant
marine system during the polar night, Marine Night will be an important tool to provide much needed knowledge to the benefit of
both management and policy makers.
But most important, Marine Night will provide important insights into a system that until recently have remained a dark spot on
our “map of knowledge”, and we will continue to unravel some of the most fascinating and interesting questions yet to be
answered concerning marine life at high latitudes. Ultimately, this will be a valuable contribution to a knowledge-based
management of the region in an era when considerable attention is directed towards the vast and unused resources held within
the Arctic.

These remote-controlled underwater robots are equipped
with measuring sensors. Even they need powerful lights
to move in the dark. Photo: Sebastian Menze

Luminous krill can most likely use their own light to find the
food they need to survive through the long polar night.
Photo:Uwe Kils / Wikimedia Commons
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AWIPEV news
By Philipp Fisher, AWI

The AWIPEV underwater observatory delivers daily vertical CTD profiles for the main hydrographical
parameters in the Kongsfjorden coastal zone.
As reported in the Newsletter January 2013, the new AWIPEV COSYNA observatory is in operation since June 2012 comprising
a FerryBox System and a multi-sensor platform unit (RemOs1) in 12 m water depth in front of the Old Pier in Ny Ålesund. The
underwater multi-sensor platform is equipped with a so-called CTD probe to measures water temperature, pressure, salinity and
turbidity as well as with an ADCP system to measure currents and waves in the water column. Furthermore, the unit includes a
stereo-optical sensor for the daily abundance and biomass assessment of the fish, jellyfish and macroinvertebrate community at
the bottom and in the water column. For that purpose, the entire underwater unit can be remotely moved from 11m water depths
to the surface to measure the main hydrographic and biological parameters over the entire water column.
The system has now been thoroughly tested and some
modifications have been made especially at the winch
system in September 2013 (fig. 1). Since then, the
system proved to be highly reliable and delivers
vertical CTD profiles as well as detailed fish and
jellyfish assessments every day. All data are
transferred directly to Germany where they are
analysed, plotted (fig. 2) and stored in the COSYNA
data base (data are free available upon request). The
data and plots are now available for the biologists to
interpret changes in hydrography and water chemistry
and their effects on the biota. From Summer 2014, the
ADCP data will be processed in the same way to have
also a semi-online knowledge on the currents in the
water column in the near shore fjord ecosystem close
to Ny-Alesund.
Figure 1) The new winch of system of RemOs1 allowing fully
remote controlled (from Germany) vertical CTD and system
profiles from 11m water depth to the surface in front of the Old Pier.

CTD data from the AWIPEVCOSYNA UW Observatory in front
of the Old Pier.
Plots are base on daily ver cal profiles of the
underwater unit Remos1 (done between 08:00
and 11:00 hours) within a depth range of 10 –
0 m since 10. Oct 2013.
The CTD data sampling is done together with
daily assessments of the mobile fauna in the
water column by stereogrammetry (Remos1).

Figure 2) CTD Plots from the AWIPEV-COSYNA underwater observatory in front oft he Old Pier.
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Arctic tern migration from Ny-Ålesund to Antarctica
Maarten J.J.E. Loonen1, Tim van Oosten1,3, Sveinn Arne Hanssen2 and Børge Moe2
1 University of Groningen, Arctic Centre, the Netherlands
2 NINA Tromsø, Norway
3 Wageningen University, The Netherlands

Tracking devices for bird migration have become so small that they are intensively used in seabird research. They are called
geolocators and measure daily light patterns. As soon as there are days and nights (after the Arctic summer) and as long as day
length differs with latitude (not around 21 September and 21 March), we are able to calculate a position from the recorded light
profiles. In 2012, we have deployed 20 geolocators on Arctic Terns breeding in Ny-Ålesund. In 2013, we re-caught 8 birds with
geolocators containing unique data. Here we show a schematic representation of the tracks during spring and autumn
migration. Staging areas are given as white circles. The terns take a similar migration route as those breeding in east
Greenland. On their way south, birds are following the coasts of Africa or South America. Even switches between these
continents have been observed. The birds winter in the Weddell Sea. Northbound, they follow the prevailing tradewinds.
Easterly winds on the southern hemisphere and westerly winds on the northern hemisphere. For the coming years, we are
specifically interested in individual variation in timing and route during migration and will compare this with other breeding
populations in the Arctic.
Photo: Catching an incubating arctic tern
Photo: A ringed arctic tern with geolocator
Figure1: Southbound migration during autumn
Figure 2: Northbound migration during spring
More information and videos:
http://www.poolstation.nl/searchoverview.php?keyword=arctic tern&language=UK
http://vimeo.com/72596561
http://arcticoracles.randallhyman.com/?p=1018

An Arctic Tern with a geolocator attached to a yellow ring has
arrived in Ny-Ålesund and is waiting for its partner to start
breeding. Photo by Brigitte Weiss.

Spring migration

Autumn migration
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First year of bird monitoring linked to the new geodetic observatory
Børge Moe1, Sveinn Are Hanssen1, Geir W. Gabrielsen2, Maarten Loonen3
1
Norwegian Institute for Nature Research (NINA), Fram Centre, Tromsø, Norway
2
Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI), Fram Centre, Tromsø, Norway
3
University of Groningen, Arctic Centre, the Netherlands

The new geodetic observatory of the Norwegian Mapping Authority (NMA) will be a technological leap in Ny-Ålesund. It will be a
part of a global network of antennas enabling high precision mapping and monitoring of tectonic movements. The station area
and the road, however, will be established in an important bird area, and there have been some concerns about potential
negative effects on birds. Brandalslaguna is a local hotspot for birds, and there are nesting locations of Arctic skuas and waders
relatively close to the planned road and station area. NMA has therefore initiated a bird monitoring program for documenting
potential effects and to provide mitigating measures. The monitoring program was designed by Norwegian Institute for Nature
Research (NINA) and included standardized observation schedules in the construction areas at Brandal and in the designated
control areas Solvatnet and Gluudneset (fig MAP).
The monitoring started in 2013, and was conducted by bird researchers from the Norwegian Polar Institute, University of
Groningen and NINA, all of which have long experience from bird research in Ny-Ålesund. Nesting locations and presence of
birds were recorded during the course of the entire breeding season. As the construction work only took place in parts of the
area in 2013, the main goal was to collect data on the ‘before-construction phase’. This was important for being able to evaluate
potential effects as the construction progress and the observatory will be operated in the years to come. More than 500
observations were made. We recorded presence of 18 different bird species and nesting of seven different species. Concerning
the construction taking place in 2013, no negative effects on birds were documented. We think 2013 was a good start, and
believe the cooperation between NMA and the bird researchers will provide good environmental solutions concerning the new
geodetic observatory in Ny-Ålesund.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Radiation monitoring at Zeppelin
By Stephen Hudson, NPI

A sun tracker with solar and infrared radiation sensors
was installed on the platform outside Zeppelin Station
in February 2013 (see introduction to the plans in
issue 31). After a year of testing and dealing with
some problems related to power failures at the station
and sensor and cabling issues, we are looking forward
to having everything running smoothly by the time the
sun returns this year. A new infrared radiation sensor
is on its way to Ny-Ålesund. Its installation will
complete the sensor upgrades, so that all sensors are
the best available from Kipp & Zonen. After it is
installed and we are confident everything is running
smoothly, data will begin to be displayed in real time
in the spring. All data are freely available through
NPI’s database, data.npolar.no.
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Topics from the 39th NySMAC meeting
held in Rome, Italy, 7-8 October 2013:


Information from Kings Bay AS





Presentation of the proposed project “social study of the
Ny-Ålesund community and science”

Geodetic Earth Observatory in Ny-Ålesund – status and
progress



Limits of acceptable change in N y-Ålesund



Svalbard Science Forum work report



More antennas on the Zeppelin Mountain



The Norwegian Animal Experimentation Committee



Repot about the ICARP III steering group meeting



How to advance the monitoring activities in Ny-Ålesund



Booking procedure issue Ny-Ålesund



The Ny-Ålesund Charter – approved



Status from member institutions



Research proposal and application for membership from
the Czech Republic



Status from member institutions



Flagship programmes – how to proceed with further work



SIOS and Ny-Ålesund, collaboration and priorities for
Ny-Ålesund



Land use plan for Ny-Ålesund / building for light sensitive
instruments



40 NySMAC meeting in Helsinki, Finland during ASSW

th

Input to Ny-Ålesund Newsletter
If you like to contribute to future editions of this newsletter, please e-mail nysmac@npolar.no. Any ideas or suggestions for
topics are also welcomed. Editor: Ingrid H. Storhaug, NySMAC Secretariat. Next edition: June 2014

Subscribe/unsubscribe to the Ny-Ålesund Newsletter:
E-mail nysmac@npolar.no and write subscribe/unsubscribe in the subject field.
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CONTACT ADDRESSES FOR STATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS PRESENT IN NY-ÅLESUND
AWIPEV Arctic Research Base
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 68 60
Fax: +47 79 02 71 32
E-mail: station@awi-koldewey.no
http://www.awipev.eu

Kings Bay AS (KB)
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 72 80
Fax: +47 79 02 72 01
E-mail: director@kingsbay.no
http:/www.kingsbay.no

Germany address:
Alfred Wegener Institut (AWI)
Forschungsstelle Potsdam,
Telegrafenberg A43
D-14473 Potsdam, Germany
Tel: +49 331 288 2129
Fax: +49 331 288 2178
E-mail: koldewey@awi-potsdam.de
http://www.awi.de/en/go/koldewey

Korea Polar Research Institute (KOPRI)
Dasan Station
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 76 42
Fax: +47 79 02 76 43
E-mail: hchung@kopri.re.kr
E-mail: shkang@kordi.re.kr

France address:
Institut Francais Polaire, Paul Emile
Victor (IPEV)
Technopôle Brest-Iroise, BP 75
29280 Plouzané, France
Tel: +33 298 056 556
Fax: +33 298 056 555
E-mail: dfleury@ipev.fr
http://www.institut-polaire.fr
Chinese Arctic and Antarctic
Administration (CAA)
Polar Research Institute of China
Yellow River Station
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 79 89
Fax: +47 79 02 79 88
E-mail: wangyong@caa.gov.cn
China address:
Chinese Arctic and Antarctic
Administration
No. 1 Fuxingmenwai Street
Beijing 100860
P.R. China
Tel: +86 10 68036469
Fax: +86 10 68012776
E-mail: wangyong@caa.gov.cn
http://www.chinare.gov.cn
Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche (CNR)
Dirigibile Italia
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 71 45
Fax: +47 79 02 71 51
E-mail: station.arctic@cnr.it
http://www.cnr.it
Italy address:
CNR-ISAC
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences
and Climate
Via Gobetti 101
40129 Bologna, Italy
Tel: +39 051 6399595
Fax: +39 051 6399652
E-mail: station.arctic@cnr.it
GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (GFZ)
Telegrafenberg A17
D-14473 Potsdam, Germany
Tel: +49 331 288 1100
Fax: +49 331 228 1111
E-mail: falck@gfz-potsdam.de
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de

Korea address:
Korea Polar Research Institute (KOPRI)
1903 Getbul Tower, Songdo Technopark
7-50 Songdo-dong, Yunsu-ku
Incheon, 406-840, Korea
Tel: +82 32 360 6001
Fax: +82 32 260 6039
E-mail: polar@kopri.re.kr
ydkim@kopri.re.kr
http://www.polar.re.kr
National Centre for Antarctic and Ocean
Research (NCAOR)
Himadri station
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
E-mail: rasik@ncaor.org
India address:
National centre for Antarctic and Ocean
Research (NCAOR)
Headland Sada, Vasco da Gama
Goa - 403 804, INDIA
Tel: +91 832 2520876, 2525501
Fax: +91 832 2520871, 2520877
E-mail: rasik@ncaor.org
http://ncaor.gov.in/
National Institute of Polar
Research (NIPR)
Rabben, 9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 71 07
Fax: +47 79 02 70 05
Japan address:
National Institute of Polar Research
Midoricho 10-3, Tachikawa
Tokyo 190-8518, Japan
Tel: +81 42 512 0644
Fax: +81 42 528 3195
E-mail: NALYR@nipr.ac.jp
http://www-arctic.nipr.ac.jp/
Natural Environment Research
Council (NERC)
Harland House,
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 70 11
Fax: +47 79 02 70 22
E-mail: nc@bas.ac.uk
http://www.nerc.ac.uk
UK address:
National Environment Research Council
Polaris House
North Star Avenue
Swindon, SN2 IEU, UK
Tel: +44 1793 411 500
Fax: +44 1793 411 691

Northern Research Institute AS (NORUT)
P.O. Box 6434
9294 Tromsø, Norway
E-mail: kjella@norut.no
http://www.norut.no
Tel: +47 62 94 00
Fax: +47 77 62 94 01
Norwegian Institute for Air
Research (NILU)
P.O. Box 100
2027 Kjeller, Norway
Tel: +47 63 89 80 00
Fax: +47 63 89 80 50
E-mail: kjersti.toernkvist@nilu.no
http://www.nilu.no
Norwegian Mapping Authority (NMA)
Ny-Ålesund Geodetic Observatory
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 70 10
Fax: +47 79 02 71 48
E-mail: vlbi@statkart.no
http://www.statkart.no
Norwegian Polar Institute (NP)
Sverdrupstasjonen.
9173 Ny-Ålesund, Norway
Tel: +47 79 02 74 00
E-mail: stationmanager@npolar.no
http://sverdrup.npolar.no
Norwegian Space Centre (NSC)
SvalRak, Andøya Rocket Range
PO Box 54, 8480 Andenes, Norway
Tel: +47 76 14 44 20
Fax: +47 76 14 44 01
E-mail: kjell@rocketrange.no
http://www.rocketrange.no
NySMAC
(Ny-Ålesund Science Managers Committee)
c/o Norwegian Polar Institute
Fram Centre, 9296 Tromsø, Norway
Tel: +47 77 75 05 00
Fax: +47 77 75 05 01
E-mail: nysmac@npolar.no
http://npolar.no/nysmac/
Stockholm University (SU)
Institute of Applied Environmental Research
Air Pollution Laboratory
Frescativägen 54
10691, Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: +46 8 674 72 87
Fax: +46 8 674 76 39
E-mail: hc.hansson@itm.su.se
http://www.itm.su.se
University of Groningen (UoG)
Arctic Centre
P.O. Box 716
9700 AS Groningen, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 50 363 6834
E-mail: m.j.j.e.loonen@rug.nl
http://www.arcticstation.nl
University of Tromsø (UoT)
Department of Arctic and Marine Biology
Faculty of Biosciences, Fisheries and Economics
Tromsø University
N-9037 Tromsø, Norway
Tel: +47 77 64 60 00
Fax: +47 77 64 60 20
E-mail: svein.kristiansen@uit.no
http://www.uit.no

